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WELL-QUASI-ORDERING INFINITE GRAPHS WITH
FORBIDDEN FINITE PLANAR MINOR

ROBIN THOMAS

Abstract. We prove that given any sequence G\, Gi,... of graphs, where G\

is finite planar and all other G, are possibly infinite, there are indices ;', j such

that i < j and G¡ is isomorphic to a minor of Gj . This generalizes results

of Robertson and Seymour to infinite graphs. The restriction on G\ cannot

be omitted by our earlier result. The proof is complex and makes use of an

excluded minor theorem of Robertson and Seymour, its extension to infinite

graphs, Nash-Williams' theory of better-quasi-ordering, especially his infinite

tree theorem, and its extension to something we call tree-structures over QO-

categories, which includes infinitary version of a well-quasi-ordering theorem of

Friedman.

1. Introduction

By a graph we shall mean in this paper a possibly infinite, undirected graph

which may have loops and multiple edges. A graph is a minor of another if

the first can be obtained from a subgraph of the second by edge contraction.

A set Q, on which a quasi-ordering (i.e., reflexive and transitive relation) <

is defined, is said to be well-guasi-ordered (wqo) if for every infinite sequence

gx ,g2, ...   of elements of Q there are indices /, j such that /' < j and

q, < ?, •
The well-quasi-ordered sets have been studied for a while, but we mention

the history and development very briefly, as this is well covered in [7]. The

early years of wqo theory are closely tied with the following two conjectures of

Vazsonyi.

(1.1) Conjecture. All trees, finite or not, are wgo by the homeomorphic embedding

(i.e., by the guasi-ordering < such that T < S if there is a homeomorphic

embedding V(T) - V(S)).

The finite version of this conjecture was established by Kruskal [6], the proof

was then simplified by Nash-Williams [12]. The general case was proved by

Nash-Williams in [13] using his theory of better-quasi-ordering (bqo).   This
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theorem and theory are of fundamental importance for this paper, but as both

are discussed later on, we pass to the second Vazsonyi conjecture.

(1.2) Conjecture. The set of finite graphs will all degrees < 3 is wgo by the

homeomorphic embedding.

The restriction to graphs with degrees < 3 in (1.2) is necessary, for otherwise

it is easy to construct counterexamples. Namely, for n > 3 let Gn be the graph

with n vertices vQ, ... ,vn = v0 and with two edges joining v¡ and vj+x

(0 < i < n - 1). Then for no 3 < i < j is there a homeomorphic embedding

of G¡ into Gj.

Since for graphs G, H with degrees < 3, G is homeomorphically embed-

dable into H if and only if G is isomorphic to a minor of H, the following

conjecture, named after K. Wagner, is a strengthening of (1.2).

(1.3) Wagner's Conjecture. The set of all finite graphs is wgo by minors, i.e., by

the guasi-ordering < such that G < H if G is isomorphic to a minor of H.

There was only a little progress [11] on (1.3) in the past decades until its

recent solution by Robertson and Seymour, which is being published in a series

of lengthy papers under the collective title Graph minors.

There are some features of (1.3) and to a lesser extent of wqo theory itself

which are worth mentioning.

(i) The truth of (1.3) implies the truth of a Kuratowski-type theorem for

general classes of graphs. Recall that Kuratowski's theorem can be reformulated

as "a finite graph is planar if and only if it has no K$ or K3 3 minor." Now

let & be any class of graphs for which such a statement is in principle possible;

that is, any minor of a member of 3? again belongs to &. Then it follows easily

from (1.3) that there is a finite list L of graphs such that a graph belongs to

S? if and only if it has no minor isomorphic to a member of L .

(ii) (1.3) also has interesting algorithmic aspects. For example, if & is as

above then there is a polynomially bounded algorithm to test the membership

of S? . As this is not a paper about algorithms we refer to [ 16] or [ 17] for more

on this story.

(iii) Finally, (1.3) is very attractive from the metamathematical point of

view, because its finite miniaturization yields a statement of finite combinatorics

which is unprovable in ÍI¡-C40 or (J„ ID„ > that is, relatively strong fragments

of second-order arithmetics [2].

In this paper we are concerned with the analogue of (1.3) for infinite graphs.

The only results known for infinite graphs so far were Nash-Williams' proof of

(1.1) and the author's weaker version of (1.4) below (with H0 = KA) [26]. Re-

lated results are Laver's extension of (1.1) to a certain class of order-theoretical

trees [9] and his order type theorem [8] (see also [21]). Since (1.3) is false in

general as shown in [23], we are looking for some suitable class of infinite graphs

for which (1.3) is true. We prove the following theorem.
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(1.4) Theorem. Let H0 be a finite planar graph. Then the class of all (finite or

not) graphs with no minor isomorphic to HQ is wgo by minors.

In fact, we prove that this class is better-quasi-ordered and even "well be-

haved," which is a technical strengthening of bqo defined in §4. Let us first re-

duce this theorem to another one. In [19], [20] Robertson and Seymour proved

the following (for the definitions see next section).

(1.5) Theorem. For every finite planar graph HQ there exists an integer w such

that every finite graph with no minor isomorphic to H0 admits a linked tree-

decomposition of width < w .

A slightly stronger version of (1.5) (and with a better constant) is proved in

[25]; this version is then used for extension of (1.5) to infinite graphs in [5].

To summarize:

(1.6) Theorem. If G is such that its every finite subgraph admits a linked tree-

decomposition of width < w, then G itself admits a linked tree-decomposition

of width < w .

Using (1.5) and (1.6) it is easily seen that in order to prove (1.4) it is sufficient

to prove the following:

(1.7) Theorem. For any integer w, the class of graphs which admit a linked

tree-decomposition of width <w is wgo by minors.

This theorem is proved for finite graphs in [18], but our proof is completely

independent of that paper. Our proof of ( 1.7) is self-contained; we obtain it as

a corollary of a general theorem on QO-categories (Theorem (4.13)) which says

that if a graph category s¿ is well behaved, then the graph category sfw of

all graphs which admit a " to-bounded" linked tree-decomposition "over s/ "

is well behaved. The main idea of the proof is to use the tree structure of the

graphs involved and to imitate the Nash-Williams' proof of Conjecture (1.1).

But there are several complications to this.

First we need a labeled version of Nash-Williams' result. The most natural

labeling theorem was proved by Laver in [8], but we need a more general one.

Each vertex I of our tree T is labeled by some graph from a "nice" class, but

this graph is again labeled, this time by some possibly unbounded number of

labels, each label corresponding to an edge of T incident with t.

The second complication is that we need not only the labeling of vertices as

described above but also an infinitary version of a result proved by Friedman

for finite trees [22], when the edges are numbered from a finite set of num-

bers. When a tree is homeomorphically embedded in another tree, each of its

edges is represented by a path of the second tree. We need to insist that for

each edge e of the first tree, its number should not exceed any number on the

corresponding path P of the second tree and that the first and last edges of

P should have numbers equal to the number of e. In fact we label vertices

rather than edges, but that makes little difference.  Since we have to build in
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these ingredients simultaneously, Theorem (8.2) includes them both. The pure

extension of Friedman's result to infinite graphs is then derived in §9.

These two complications occur even in the finite case and are already treated

in [18]. Hence the above project can be described by saying that we need to

extend the method of Robertson and Seymour to infinite graphs. However,

there are two more complications which are peculiar to infinite graphs.

The third one is that the methods of wqo theory alone are insufficient to

obtain wqo results of infinite objects. We clarify this a bit more in §3.

Finally, the last complication is in fact caused by the second one. Namely,

since we proceed by reversed induction on the tree-width, we need a stronger

induction hypothesis than bqo. This is why we introduce the concept of "well

behaved," which provides the suitable induction hypothesis. Some slight im-

provements of Nash-Williams' idea enable us to show that this property is pre-

served on each step (see also (10.1) for a discussion on the extensions of bqo).

§2 contains all definitions and notation; §3 introduces the bqo theory and

presents the basic results. The exposition is self-contained and also includes an

introduction to wqo as a motivation for bqo as well as an explanation of why

the bqo theory is needed. In §4 we introduce the central notion of our study—

the notion of QO-category—and the basic constructions (e.g., the QO-category

of tree structures over a QO-category) and the notion of a well-behaved QO-

category. We formulate the Main Theorem and derive (1.7) from it there. In §§5

and 6 we prove two auxiliary lemmas. Lemma (5.3) reduces the Main Theorem

to proving that (< w, > 0)-structures (i.e., tree structures with bounded "amal-

gamation size") over a well-behaved QO-category are well behaved. Lemma

(6.2) reduces the investigation of (< w , > /c)-structures over si to the study

of (< k , > /c)-structures over (< w , > k + 1 )-structures over stf . This makes

our reversed induction work and all we need is to show that (< k, > re-

structures over a well-behaved QO-category are well-behaved. This is done in

§7, which is the cornerstone of the paper. Here the second complication does

not occur and we may basically use the Nash-Williams' method. In §8 we prove

the Main Theorem, in §9 the extension of Friedman's result to infinite graphs.

Some conjectures are mentioned in §10.

Acknowledgement. I would like to express my thanks to Jaroslav Nesetril for his

encouragement and to Igor Kriz for suggesting the notion of a QO-category.

2. Definitions

(2.1) The letter Q will always stand for a set on which a quasi-ordering < is

defined. If V is any set then V* denotes the set of all injective sequences

of elements of V. If p = (vx, ... ,vn) € V*, then set(p) denotes the set

{vx , ... ,vn} C V. By exp V we denote the set of all subsets of V. As usual,

co denotes the first limit ordinal. If X, Y are sets, then XÙY denotes the

disjoint union of X and Y. It will sometimes be convenient to introduce a
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new element * . Let us make the agreement that whenever this symbol occurs

it will be assumed that it is distinct from all objects considered so far.

(2.2) Multivalued mappings. If X, Y are sets, then a mapping /: X -* exp Y-

{0} is called a multivalued mapping from X to Y. It is called infective if

f(x) f)f(y) = 0 for any distinct elements x ,y eX. The identity, denoted by

id, is a multivalued mapping defined on any nonempty set X by id(x) = {x} .

We denote by f(X) the set \Jx€x f(x) Ç ^ • If / is an injective multivalued

mapping from X to Y, then f~x : f(X) —► X is defined by fX(y) = x iff

v € f(x). If x = (*!,..;. ,XH) € X* and v = (v,, ... , ym) e Y* we write

x A v to mean that n = m and y( € f(x¡) for i = I, ... ,n. If / is a

multivalued mapping such that |/(x)| = 1 for any x e X, then / is called

single-valued. We shall often identify single-valued mappings from X to Y

with ordinary mappings X —► Y in the obvious way. If / is a multivalued

mapping from X to Y and g is a multivalued mapping from Y to Z, then

the composition fog is a multivalued mapping A from X to Z defined by

*(*)-iW>*üO.

(2.3) Graphs. A graph G consists of a vertex set V(G), an eage set E(G),

and a relation of incidence between these sets. Edges are either loops with one

incident vertex or links with exactly two incident vertices. Incident vertices are

also called the end vertices of an edge, and the endvertices of an edge are said

to be adjacent in G. The degree of a vertex v is its number of incident edges,

links counted once and loops counted twice. A graph G is a subgraph of a graph

H if V(G) ç V(H), E(G) ç E(H), and incidences of G are incidences of

H. The graph union and intersection are evident. A path in G is a subgraph

of G with the usual property; no "repeated" vertices are allowed. A graph G

is connected if any two vertices of G are connected by a path. If A ç V(G),

then G \ A denotes the graph spanned by A, that is, the graph whose vertex

set is A , whose edge set consists of edges of G incident only with elements of

A , and with the incidence relation inherited from G. If G and H are graphs

then an injective multivalued mapping / from V(G) to V(H) is called an

expansion of G into H provided

(2.3a) the graph H \ f(v) is connected for every v e V(G), and

(2.3b) there exists an injective mapping e : E(G) —>• E(H), called an edge

expansion, such that if u , v are end vertices of an edge e e E(G), then e(e)

has one end vertex in f(u) and one in f(v).

It follows from (2.3b) that an edge expansion maps loops onto loops and links

onto links. Thus G is isomorphic to a minor of H iff there is an expansion

f of G into H. The mapping /~ is usually called a contraction (or a

subcontraction) because of its physical meaning. If G and H are graphs then

we say that G is homeomorphically embeddable into H if some subdivision of

G is isomorphic to a subgraph of H.
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(2.4) Trees. A tree T for our purposes is a possibly infinite oriented graph

with a specified vertex, called the root of T and denoted by root(r), such

that each edge is directed away from the root and for every vertex t of T

there is a unique directed path from root (T) to t. (Thus a tree is not a graph

in our terminology.) If T is a tree, then V(T) and E(T) denote the sets

of vertices and edges of T, respectively. If (t ,t') g £'(7') we say that t' is

the successor of t and that t is the predecessor of t'. Thus every t G V(T)-

{root(r)} has a unique predecessor. We say that t' follows t if t belongs

to the directed path from root(r) to i'. A subtree of T is a tree 5 with

V(S) ç V(T), E(S) C E(T), and root(r) = root(S) G V(S). If t G V(T)

then the branch at t, denoted by Tt, is the tree whose root is t and which

consists of vertices of T that follow / and all edges of T incident with these

vertices. Let us remark that T( is not a subtree of T unless t = root(r), in

which case Tt = T. If T is a tree and t, t' G V(T), then [t, t']T (or [t, t']

when no confusion is likely) denotes the set of vertices of the path between t

and t' in the underlying undirected graph of T (which is a tree in the usual

sense) so that t,t' G [t,t']T Q V(T). If T, S are trees, then a mapping

cp: V(T) —► V(S) is called monotone if (?(?') follows cp(t) whenever (t ,t') G

E(T) .If cp: V(T) -* V(S) is monotone, we define cp*, <pt: V(T) -* V(S) as

follows: We put pjroot(r)) = root(5), and for (t, t') G E(T) let 5, = p(0,

s2> ■•• > sn-\ • sn = Vd') De the vertices of the directed path from cp(t) to cp(t')

in the order in which they occur on this path; we put cp^t') — s2, q>*(t) = sn_x .

A mapping cp: V(T) —► V(S) is called a homeomorphic embedding if it is

monotone and for any t ,tx ,t2e V(T) if tx and t2 are distinct successors of

t, then cpt(tx) t¿ <pt(t2). In other words, cp is a homeomorphic embedding if

distinct successors of a vertex t follow distinct successors of tp(t).

(2.5) Tree-decompositions. A tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T.X),

where T is a tree and X = (Xt: t e V(T)) is a family of subsets of F(G) with

the following properties:

(2.5a) \\{Xt:teV<T)} = V(G),
(2.5b) for every edge e of G there exists t G V(T) such that e has both

end vertices in Xt, and

(2.5c) for t,t' ,t" G F(r), if t' G [í, í"]r then X{ n *,„ ç *,,.

The w/aV/i of a tree-decomposition is

max{|X,|- l:/e V(T)},

provided this max exists; otherwise it is undefined. The graph G has tree-width

w if w is minimum such that G has a tree-decomposition of width w .

It can be shown, for example, that forests have tree-width < 1, series-parallel

graphs have tree-width < 2, for n > 1 the complete graph Kn has tree-width

n - 1, and for n > 2 the n x n grid (i.e., the adjacency graph of the n x n

chessboard) has tree-width n . The tree-width of infinite graphs behaves nicely:
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if w is the maximum of tree-widths of finite subgraphs of a graph G, then the

tree-width of G is w (cf. [24, 27, 5]).

A tree-decomposition (T ,X) of a graph G is called linked if for any oriented

path tx, ... ,tn in T, oriented away from root(r), and any k > 0 such that

|AT. n X. I > k (i = I , ... ,n - I) there are k disjoint paths in G, each

between X( nl(¡ and Xt n Xu . Linked tree-decompositions are important

for our application. However, this property is not restrictive, since it is shown

in [25] for finite graphs and extended to infinite ones in [5] that a graph G of

tree-width w always has a linked tree-decomposition of width w .

(2.6) The space [A]01. If A is any set, then [A]w denotes the set of all infinite

subsets of A . We will consider [Af only for A G [co]w . We need the so-called

classical topology on [Af, that is, the topology [A]m gets as a subspace of 2W,

which is given the product topology (the topology on 2 is discrete). The basic

open sets for this topology are, for instance, the sets of the form

{Ze[Af:Zn{l.maxi} = .s},

where s runs through all finite subsets of A . This topology is complete, sepa-

rable, and metrizable. Of particular interest will be Borel subsets of [A]w , that

is, the sets belonging to the smallest a-algebra generated by all open sets.

If AT G [cof then X- denotes the set X - {min X} .

3. Bqo theory

In order to give some motivation for the better-quasi-ordering theory we start

with an account of results of wqo theory. These are not needed in the sequel

but are provided for the reader's convenience.

(3.1) Definition. For g, g' G ß we define g < g if g < g and g •£ g, and

g = g' if g < g < g. The set ß is said to be well-founded if there is no

infinite descending sequence a, > a2 > • • • of elements of Q . We denote by

Ql = the partially ordered set obtained from ß by identifying =-equivalent

elements. Any mapping / : A —► Q, where A g [co]w is called a ß-sequence. A

ß-sequence /: A —► ß is called good if there are i, j g A such that i < j and

f(i) < f(j) > and is called bad otherwise. Thus ß is wqo if every ß-sequence

is good.

We need to build up new quasi-ordered sets starting from old. If ß1 , ß2

are quasi-ordered sets, then ß,Uß2 denotes the disjoint union of ß, and ß2,

whose quasi-ordering is the disjoint union of the quasi-orderings on ß, and

ß2. ß, x ß2 denotes the Cartesian product of ß, and ß2 equipped with

the product quasi-ordering. For a an ordinal, Qf denotes the set of all re-

sequences of elements of Q, Q<a = \Jß<a Qß and Q°" = IJa60n Q° ■ Q°" is

quasi-ordered by the rule that (aa)aek < (¿«)«€„ if there is a strictly increasing

mapping f:k^>p such that aa < Z>,, . for all a G A. Finally, expß, the

power set of ß, is quasi-ordered by A < B if there is a 1-1 mapping /: A —► B
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such that a < f(a) for every a e A. Construction of other wqo sets is more

technical and is left to §4.

(3.2) Theorem. The following conditions on a quasi-ordered set Q are equivalent.

(i)   ß is wqo.

(ii)   ß ¿j well-founded and Q contains no infinite subset whose elements are

pairwise <-incomparable.

(iiii) For every Q-sequence f:A-+Q there exists B g [Af such that /(/') <

fU) for every i ,j G B such that i < j.
(iv) Every nonempty subset of Q contains at least one but finitely many

minimal elements.

(v) Every linear extension of < on Q/ = is a well-ordering.

Proof. Easy consequence of Ramsey's theorem,   a

(3.3) Proposition.

(i) Any well-ordered set is wqo.

(ii) If Q is the union of two subsets, each wqo in the induced quasi-ordering,

then Q is wqo.

(iii) // ß, and Q2 are wqo then Qx x ß2 is wqo.

(iv) For every Q-sequence f:A—>Q there exists B G [Af such that either

f \ B is bad or f(i) < f(j) for every i ,j G B such that i < j.

Proof. Easy exercise,   o

(3.4) Definition (Laver [9]). A partial ranking on ß is a well-founded partial

ordering <' of the elements of ß such that x <' y implies x < y. If

/: A —> Q and g: B -* ß are ß-sequences, we define g <' f if B C A and

g(i) <' /(') for every i e B, and g < f if B ç A and g(i) < f(i) for

every i G B. Note that g <' f is not equivalent to the conjunction g <' f

and g ^ /. A ß-sequence / : A —► ß is called minimal bad if it is bad and

there is no bad ß-sequence g < f.

The following lemma, essentially due to Nash-Williams, is a powerful tool

for proving the wqo property.

(3.5) Lemma. Let f:A—>Q be a bad Q-sequence. Then there exists a minimal

bad Q-sequence g <' f.

Proof. Let A = {ix < i2 < ■ ■ ■}. Choose g(ix) such that it is a first term of a

bad ß-sequence which is <' / and there is no q < g(ix) with this property.

Then choose g(i2) such that g(ix), g(i2) (in that order) are the first two

terms of a bad ß-sequence which is <' / and there is no q < g(i2) with this

property. Continuing this process we get a bad g: A —> Q . We claim it is the

desired one. For if there is a bad h: B —► ß , h < g, we may define k: C —» ß

by C - {i e A: i < minB}uB and

k(i)-g(i),       i<minB,ieA,

h(i),       ieB.
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Now k is bad and k(minB) = h(minB) < g(minB), which contradicts the

choice of g (min B).    D

To illustrate the use of (3.5) we prove one of the basic theorems of wqo

theory, namely Higman's finite sequence theorem. We formulate it in a form

similar to corresponding theorems from bqo theory.

(3.6) Theorem (Higman [4]). If f: A—> Q<0> is a bad Q<w -sequence, then there

exist B G [Af° and a bad Q-sequence g: B —> ß such that for any i G B, g(i)

is a term of f(i). Hence if Q is wgo, then Q<w is wgo.

Proof. For s, t G Q<w define s < t to mean that 5 is a subsequence of t.

Clearly <' is a partial ranking and if a G ß is a term of s G Q<(° and s <' t,

then a is a term of t. Hence by (3.5) we may safely assume that the Q<0}-

sequence / is minimal bad. Let

f(i) = (q[,...,q,n)       (ieA).

Since clearly n. > 1 for any i G A,-we may define for i G A

g(i) = q\,    h(i) = (q2, ... ,qn).

By (3.3iv) let B G [Af be such that g \ B is either bad or such that g(i) < g(j)
for any i ,j e B such that i < j. In the first case g is as desired, so let us

prove that the second one cannot hold. Suppose it does. Since h \ B < f and

/ is minimal bad, h \ B cannot be bad. Hence there are i ,j G B such that

/' < /' and h(i) < h(j). But also g(i) < g(j), which implies /(/') < f(j), a

contradiction to the badness of /.   o

The following example shows why methods of wqo theory do not suffice for

the proofs of well-quasi-orderedness of infinitary objects. It turns out to be for

the reason that the property of being wqo is too weak for inductive arguments

about infinite objects to be carried out; one cannot pass from ß wqo to Qw

wqo (or from Q wqo to exp Q wqo).

(3.7) Example (Rado [15]). There exists a wqo set ß suchthat Qw is not wqo,

namely ß = {(i J): i < j < co} quasi-ordered by the rule (/,/) < (k ,1) if

i = k and j < I, or j < k . It is easy to verify that ß is as claimed.

However, the wqo spaces which "occur in nature" do not behave like the

above example. The concept of better-quasi-ordering, invented by Nash-

Williams, treats this situation. The property of being bqo is strong enough

to be preserved by sufficiently many infinitary operations, and that makes a

certain inductive argument work.

So let us begin with the bqo theory. The original Nash-Williams' definition

is purely combinatorial, but we use a topological one, due to Simpson [21],

which is easier to handle but perhaps misleading since bqo is a combinatorial

property and not a topological one. We start with the fundamental theorem of

Galvin and Prikry, which plays the rôle of Ramsey's theorem in bqo theory. It

is sufficiently well known, so we omit its proof.
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(3.8) Theorem (Galvin and Prikry [3]). Let A G [off and let & be a Borel set

in [Af. Then there exists X G [Af such that either [Xf çâ§ or [Xfr\m =
0.

(3.9) Definition. If A G [off then a mapping a: [Af -+ Q is called an array if

the range of a is countable and a~ (q) is a Borel set in [Af for every g GQ.

An array is called goori if there is X e [Af such that a(X) < a(X-) (recall

that X— = X - {minX}) and is called bad otherwise. The set ß is called

better-quasi-ordered (bqo) if every array a : [Af —► Q is good.

(3.10) Remark. It can be shown that a is an array if and only if it is Borel

measurable with respect to the discrete topology on ß and that ß is bqo if

and only if every continuous array is good.

(3.11) Proposition.

(i) Any well-ordered set is bqo.

(ii) If a: [Af —» ß is a bad array and Q — Qx0Q2, then there exist B G

[Af and i € {1,2} such that a \ [Bf: [Bf - Qi is a bad array.
Hence if Qx and Q2 are bqo, then Q is bqo. In particular, every finite

set is bqo.

(iii) If a: [Af —► Qx x ß2  is a bad array, then there exist B G [Af,

i G {1,2} and a bad array b: [Bf -> Qi such that b(Z) is the ith

coordinate of a(Z) for any Z G [Bf. Hence if Qx and Q2 are bgo,

then Qx x ß2 ¿s bgo.

(iv) For any array a: [Af —» ß  there exists B G [Af such that either

a \ [Bf is bad or a(Z) < a(Z-) for every Z G [Bf.

Proof. Easy consequence of the Galvin-Prikry theorem.    D

(3.12) Proposition. Every bqo set Q is wqo.

Proof. Suppose that ß is not wqo and let f: A -* Q be a bad ß-sequence.

Define a: [Af -► ß by a(Z) = /(minZ). Then a is a bad array,   o

(3.13) Definition. Let ß be equipped with a partial ranking <'. If a: [Af —►

ß and b: [Bf -» ß are arrays, we write b <' a if B ç A and b(Z) <' a(Z)

for all Z g [Bf, and b <' a if B ç A and ¿>(Z) <' a(Z) for all Z G [Bf.
An array a : [^]œ —► Q is called minimal bad if there is no bad array b <! a.

The following theorem is essentially due to Nash-Williams [13] although it

was first enunciated explicitly by Laver [9]. The proof we present here is due to

[1] (see [21] for a different pi oof).

(3.14) Theorem (Minimal Bad Array Lemma). Let <' be a partial ranking on

Q and let a0 : [A0f -» ß be a bad array. Then there is a minimal bad array

a <' a0.

Proof. Suppose that there is no minimal bad array beneath a0. We shall con-

struct a sequence of bad arrays (aQ)a€cUi (oix is the first uncountable ordi-

nal) with aa: [Aaf -* Q  and for a < ß,  Aß ç *Aa ç A0, and for all
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Z G [AanAßf, aß(Z) < aa(Z). (Here A ç *B means B-A finite). For suc-

cessor steps a+l, since aa is not a minimal bad array, we can choose aa+x with

Aa+X G [Aaf as required. Now suppose ô < cox is a limit ordinal and we have

already got (aa)a<s . First note that for any Z G [off {a < S: Z ç Aa} is fi-

nite, for otherwise if Z ç Aa , where an < an+x, then aJZ) > aai (Z) > • • • ,

contradicting the well-foundedness of <'. Let B G [^o]" be such that B ç *Aa

for every a < S ; such a fi is easily constructed since ô is countable. We de-

fine b: [Bf — ß by ¿>(Z) = <ia(Z), where a = max{j8: Z ç Aß}. Then

6 is well-defined and we claim that it is a bad array. Clearly the range of b

is countable and b~x(g) = \JaJa~X(g) - {Ja<ß<Mßf)> hence b is an ar-

ray. To show it is bad suppose'that b(Z) < b(Z-) for some Z g [Bf. Let

b(Z) = aa(Z) and ¿(Z-) = aß(Z-). Since Z- ç Z it must be a < ß

and hence aJZ-) <' aa(Z-). But then aa(Z) < aa(Z-), contradicting the

badness of a .
a

Now apply the successor step to b and get as: [Asf —► ß bad with as(Z) <'

b(Z) for all Z G [Asf. Then as(Z) <' aa(Z) for every a < ô and every

Z G [^ n ^J™, thus completing the construction.

Next we construct a set Z g [off and an increasing sequence an of count-

able ordinals such that Z g [Aa f for every n g co. Let MQ — <u, and

assume that we have constructed distinct natural numbers zx , ... ,zn, ordi-

nals a, < • • • < a < ta,, and uncountable sets cox - MQ D Mx 2 • ' • 2 Afj,

such that z„ G A   for any a G M„ U {a. , ... , a„} . Choose a„,. G Aí„ such
n a ^ ri       L   i nJ n+l n

that a„,. > r*„, let 5 = fl"'1",1 A   -{z. , ... ,z\ , and let /   G B f\A   for each
n+l n ' '  '1=1      a,       *■   1 n-1 ' a a

a G Ain . Then there exists /' G co and an uncountable set M   x ç Afn such that

ia = i for all a G Mn+X. Let zn+x = i. Finally put Z - {zx, ... ,zn, ...} .

Now if Z and a„ are as above, we have a   (Z)' > a   (Z)' > • • ■ , contra-Ai ' c*iv/a2v/

dieting the well-foundedness of <'.   a

(3.15) Lemma. If a — (aa)a€À, b = (bß)ße G Q ", and a % b, then there

exists v < X such that (a ) c   < b and (a ) _, ̂ .D £ b .

Proof. Given a £ b define h by induction as follows. Let h(a) be the least

ß G p such that aQ < bß and ß > h(a) for all a < a. Let v be the least a

such that h(a) is undefined,   o

(3.16) Theorem (Nash-Williams [14]). For a bad array a: [Af -> Q0n there

exists a witnessing bad array, i.e., a bad array c : [Cf —► ß such that C G [Af

and c(Z) is a term of a(Z) for any Z G [Cf. Hence if Q is bgo, then Q°"

is bgo.

Proof [21]. For s, t G ß " define s <' t to mean that s is an initial segment

of t ; that is, if / = (ta)a€i then í = (ta)a€   for some p<X. Clearly <' is a

partial ranking and if g G Q is a term of í g Q0" and s <' t, then a is a term
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of t. Hence by the Minimal Bad Array Lemma (3.14) we may safely assume

that the array a is minimal bad.

Let a(Z) = (aa(Z))ael{Z) ; by (3.15) let v(Z) be such that (aa(Z))a6„(Z)

< a(Z-) and (aa(Z))a€v{Z)+x £ a(Z-).  Letting b(Z) = (aa(Z))a€v{Z) we

see that b <' a. By minimality of a, there is no bad array <' b. Hence,

by (3.1 liv) there exists C G [Af such that b(Z) < b(Z-) for every Z G

[Cf. Thus we have (aa(Z))aev(Z) < (aa(Z-))Q6i/(z_} but (fl0(Z))a6„(z)+1 ¿

(aQ(Z-))a£(/(Z_)+1 for every Z G [C]M . Thus c: [Cf -+ Q defined by c(Z) =

av,z.(Z) is the desired witnessing array.   D

(3.17) Theorem. For every bad array a: [Af —► expß there exists a witnessing

bad array, i.e., a bad array c : [Cf —> ß such that C G [Af and c(Z) G a(Z)

for any Z g [Cf. Hence, if Q is bgo then exp ß is bgo.

Proof. Given a bad array a : [Af —► exp ß we may well-order each a(Z) C Q

to obtain a sequence b(Z) G Q " . The array b thus obtained is clearly bad,

hence the theorem follows from (3.16).   G

4. QO-CATEGORIES

(4.1) Definition. A QO-category is a pair si = (cf ,Jf) such that to each y G cf

are associated sets V and P , where P ç V* contains the empty sequence,

and J7 — {si(y ,n): y ,n G cf), where si(y ,n) consists of some injective

multivalued mappings from V  to V   such that

(4.1a)   id G si (y ,y) for any y G cf, and

(4.1b) if /, Gsi(yx ,y2) and f1Gsf(y2,yi),  then the composition /,°/2G

•^(71 • 73) for any yx,y2,yiGcf.

The elements of cf are called objects and the elements of s>f(y , n) are called

s/-morphisms or simply morphisms when no confusion is likely. To simplify

the notation we shall write y G sí instead of y G cf.

(4.2) Each QO-category si turns into a quasi-ordered set by the rule that

7 <# n iff s/(y, t]) ^ 0; if / g si(y,n) then we say that / is a mor-

phism corresponding to y <^ n. Thus it makes sense to consider wqo and bqo

properties of QO-categories.

(4.3) Graph categories. A QO-category si will be called a graph category if for

each y G sé there is a graph Gy such that V = V(G) and / G sí (y , n) iff /

is an expansion of G into G . Let us remark that if si is a graph category,

then si is wqo (bqo) if and only if {G : y G si) is wqo (bqo) by minors, no

matter what the sets P   are.

(4.4) Q-labelings. Let ß be a quasi-ordered set, si a QO-category, and let

y G si . A Q-labeling of y is a triple g = (Dg, g ,g) such that Dg is an

arbitrary set and

g:Dg-^Py,       g:Dg->Q.
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We define a new QO-category si[Q] of ß-labelings of elements of si as

follows. Its objects are pairs (y , g), where y G si and g is a ß-labeling of

y. We put V(y g) = Vy, P(y g) = Py, and we define

f£^[Q)((7,g).(ri,h))

if / G si (y ,n) and there is a 1-1 mapping i: Dg ->• Dh such that for any

xGDg

(4.4a) g(x) ± h(i(x)),    and

(4.4b) g(x) < h(i(x)).

We define Im(y ,g):=Img = {g(x) : x G Dg}.

(4.5) Multiple labelings. The QO-category si[Q][Q'] is isomorphic to si[QùQ']
(in the usual category theory sense).

Proof. The isomorphism is given by

((7,g),g)^(7.h),

where A is a ßüß'-labeling of y defined by h — (Dh ,h ,'h), where Dh —

DgÙDg',

h(x)=g(x), XGDg,

g(x), XGDg',

h(x)=g(x), XGDg,

g'(x), XGDg'.   D

(4.6) Remark. Definition (4.3) provides an important example of a QO-

category; another example is obtained by replacing the expansion by a homeo-

morphic embedding. The reader should also check that the quasi-ordered sets

introduced in (3.1) are in fact ß-labelings of some simpler QO-categories.

(4.7) New graph categories. Let si be a graph category; we wish to define a new

graph category si , where k > 0 is an integer. We define y — (T ,(y(t): t G

V(T))) g sik if T is a tree and •

(4.7a) y(t) G si for any tGV(T),

(4.7b)  (T ,(V (ty t G V(T))) is a linked tree-decomposition of the graph

G:=(j{Gy(l):tGV(T)},and

(4.7c) for any (t, t') g E(T) and any p g V(G)*, \Vy(t) n Vy{tl)\ < k and if

Vy(» n Vy(t>) = set^) ' then P e pyit) n rm ■
We put Gy:=G, Vy := V(G), and

Py := {p G V* : set(p) ç Vy{t) for some / G V(T) and p G PY{l]for any such t}.

k k
The si -morphisms are defined by saying that si    is a graph category.
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(4.8) Tree-structures. Let si be a QO-category. A tree-structure over si is a

pair (T, t) , where T is a tree and t = (r(t) : t G V(T)) is such that

T(t) = (y(t)lPt,(p{ttl):(t,t')GE(T))),

where y(t) G si , pt, p{tV) g Py{t), and p(t tl) and pt, have the same length.

We denote by N,T  ,(t) the length of pt.

Now we define a new QO-category 77'(si ) whose objects are tree-structures

over si and

V(Tx):={(t,v);t&V(T),veVm},

Vr):= <((''vi).(t,vn)):tGV(T), (vx,...,vn)GPy{l)}.

It is convenient to use the following notation: if (T, t) , (S, a) G 77e(si) let

T(0 = (7(t), pt, (P(t,,,) : (i, t') G E(T)))       (t G V(T)),

o(s) = (n(s),gs, (g{s y):(s,s')G E(S)))       (s G V(S)).

This notation will be used throughout the paper.

We define 5^(si)((T, t) , (S, a)) as the set of all injective multivalued map-

pings X from V,T . to V,s . which are of the form X(t, v) = {(cp(t) ,u): ug

f,(v)}, where
(4.8a) cp: V(T) -* V(S) is a homeomorphic embedding,

(4.8b) /, G s/(y(t), n(<p(t))) for any t G V(T),

(4.8c) p(t n A g{9{t) fm(n) for any (t ,t') G E(T), pt A if(/) for any t G
V(T),

(4.8d) N{TJt) = N{S J<p(t)) = N(S Jr.«)) < N{SJs)
for any t G V(T) and any j G [ç»»(0 . Ç>(t)]s •

A tree-structure (T, z) will be called a (> /', < fc)-structure if /' < N,T At)

< k for any t G F(r)-{root(r)}, the length of Proot(r) is at most k, and if

|F(T)| > 1 then this length is i. The QO-category of (> /, < k)-structures

over si will be denoted by 5?^ (si). The (> k, < ^-structures will be

called k-structures; the QO-category of /c-structures over si will be denoted

by 7?k(si).
Let (T , t) g 7?(sí) and let R be either a subtree of T or a branch of T ;

for r G V(R) let

p(r) = (7(r),Pr,(Pirr7(r,r')GE(R))).

Then the tree-structure (R,p) G 7?'(si) will be called the restriction of (T, t)

to R and will be denoted by (R , r) for simplicity. Let us remark that (R ,t) <

(T, t) , namely via the identity morphism.

(4.9) S^'si), S^çk(si),and <9>k(si) are QO-categories.

Proof. Since (4.1a) is clearly satisfied, we must verify (4.1b). So let X G

&(srf)((T , t) , (S, a)), p G y(si)((S, a), (R , p)), and we must show that
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% = Xop g 77(si)((T, t) , (R , p)). Let (T, t) , (S, a) have the usual notation

and let

p(r) = (K(r),zr,(z{rrl):(r,r')GE(R))).

Let

Then

X(t,v) = {(cp(t),u):uGft(v)}   and

p(s,w) = {(i//(s) ,u):ug g,(w)}.

n(t,v) = {(x(t),u):uGhl(v)},

where x(t) = v(<p(t)) and ht = ft o gt. Hence conditions (4.8a) and (4.8b) are

cleary fulfilled for n. Let us remark that x*(t) = ^„(^„(O) • To Prove (4.8c)

we observe that

P(t,t')~*a(<p(t),</>.(t'))   ~*   Z(¥(<P(t)) ,¥- (P. (''))) ~    (X(l) ,X.(t'))

and similarly for pt. Hence

h, h,
p(t ,»') ~* z(x(t) ,x-(t')) '        pi ~* zx(t) •

and (4.8c) follows. To prove (4.8d) let us write

¿WO = N(S,aM^ = N<R.p)M9{t))) = N{RJx(t)) ,

¿WO « ¿W^O) = N,R.P)(V.(9.m = ¿W*.(0) -    and

N(T,^)<N{S,a)(S)<N{R,P)(r)

for 5 g [cp.(t), <p(t)]s and r G [y/t(s), ip(s)]R . Hence

N(T Jt) < N(R Jr)

for all r G \J{[yf.(s) .yr(s)]R: s G [«».(f).î»(0]s} = [*.(0.*(0iÄ, which com-
pletes the proof,   o

(4.10) The isomorphism of S^k(j^)[Q] and S^f (sí[Q]).

To each   ((T,r),g)   G <9*>k(si)[Q]   corresponds a unique   (T,t')   G

^>1V[ßl), where

t'(0 = ((y(0 . gt), P, - (P(,,.) : (t, t') G E(T)))

and gt = (Dgt ,gt,gt) is defined by the rules

Dgt = {xGDg: set(g(x)) ç {(t,v): v G Vy{l]}} ,

g( = g\Dgt,

g, = g\ Dgt.

The reader is invited to check that this defines an isomorphism between

•¥>ik(&)[Q\ and &¡k(J*[Q]). Hence in the sequel we shall identify these

QO-categories. In particular we define Im(T, t') := Im(T , t) .
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(4.11 ) Well-behavedness. A QO-category si is said to be well-behaved if for any

quasi-ordered set ß and any bad array a: [Af —>si[Q\ suchthat Im a(Z) is

bqo for any Z G [Af there exist B g [Af and a bad array b: [Bf —► ß such
that b(Z) G Ima(Z) for any Z g [5]". The array b is called a witnessing

array for a.

(4.12) Lemma. //" j/ z's well-behaved, then it is bgo.

Proof. Obvious.   D

Now we are able to formulate the main result of this paper.

(4.13) Main Theorem. If si is a well-behaved graph category and k > 0 an

integer, then the graph category si    is well-behaved.

Let us observe how (1.7) can be proved using this theorem. Let sik be the

graph category whose objects are graphs with < k vertices; for G G sik let

GG = G, VG= V(G), and PG = V(G)*.

(4.14) Proposition. sik is well-behaved for any k > 0.

Proof. Let a: [Af -» sik[Q] be a bad array, a(Z) = (G(Z),g(Z)). We may

safely assume that V(G(Z)) = V, a fixed set (using (3.8)), and that Dg(Z) is

an ordinal for any Z G [Af . Now each a(Z) can be encoded by an element

of
CardKu^x(K<u,xß)WZ).

(the first item encodes the number of edges with prescribed end vertices.) With

this identification the existence of a witnessing array follows from (3.1 Hi),

(3.11iii), and (3.16).   D

(4.15) Proof of (1.7) (assuming (4.13)). Let GX,G2, ... be as in (1.7) and let

(Tn , X") be a linked tree-decomposition of Gn of width < w . Then

y":=(T",(Gn\X?:tGV(T)))GsiJ.

By (4.14), (4.13), (4.12), and (3.12) there are i J such that i < j and y' <yJ.
Hence G. is isomorphic to a minor of G , as desired.   G

5. First Encoding Lemma

In this section we prove the first auxiliary lemma, which enables us to replace

the QO-category siw[Q] by the QO-category S^\si)[Q\.

(5.1) Let (y,g) = ((T,(y(t): t G V(T))),g) G siw[Q] be given, let g =

(Dg,g,g), and for any x G Dg let a vertex t(x) G V(T) be chosen in

such a way that set(g(x)) G Py{t{x))-   We define the encoding ((T,r),g) G

•*>o"(-sO[ß] of (Y-S) by the rule

T(t) = (y(t),pl,(P{tJI]:(t,t')GE(T))),

g = (Dg,g,g),
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where (letting g(x) = (vx, ... ,vj)

g(x) = ((t(x),vx).(t(x),vn)),

Pt>=P(,,n'    set(P{t,t^ = Vy(t)nVy(n-    and

(5.1a) if tx , ... ,tn is a directed path in T, directed away from the root

such that

and

l^n^ = l^-,)nfW = *

then there are k disjoint paths Px, ... ,Pk in Gy such that P¡ joins the z'th

term of p., ,, with the z'th term of p,,     , , = p. . Let us note that Im(y , g) =
(«1 .12) (,'n-l ,'n) In w      t"

Im((T,x),g).

(5.2) Lemma. Each (y ,g)G sfw[Q] has an encoding.

Proof. The encoding is almost fully determined; the only thing to specify is

how to arrange the intersections V.t) n Vy(tl) ((t,t') G E(T)) into sequences

to make condition (5.1a) fulfilled. This is done by induction. First we choose

^rootm t0 oe tne empty sequence. Now let (t, t') G E(T), let X be the set of

edges of the path from root(T) to t, and suppose that p, s,, is arranged for

every edge (s, s) G X. Let k - \V,t) n V ,J . If there is no edge (s, s) G X

such that \Vy(s) n Vy{sl)\ = k and \Vy(r) n Vy{rl)\ > k for every edge (r ,r') of

the path from s to t', then arrange pt, - p,t t,, arbitrarily. If there is one,

then choose (s ,s) G X with \V ,s) n V ,A — k such that s is as close to

t as possible. By the linked property there are k disjoint paths each between

Vy(s)nVy(S>) = set(P(s.s>)î and ^(0nFy(/l). Now order Vy,t)nVy{tl) insuchaway

that these paths would join the z'th term of p. s,, with the z'th term of p.t t,,.

It is easily seen that this leads to an appropriate ordering of Vy{t) n Vy(tl).   u

(5.3) First Encoding Lemma. Let ((T,x),g),  ((S,a),h) G <9f0w(si)[Q] be

encodings of (y,g), (n,h)G siw[Q\ respectively. If ((T ,r),g)< ((S ,a),h)

as members of 77^™(si )[Q], then (y ,g) < (n, h) as members of siw[Q].

Proof. Let

y = (T,(y(t):tGV(T))),        g = (Dg,g,g),

n = (S,(n(s):sGV(S))),       h = (Dh,h,h),

r(t) = (7(0 , Pt, (/>(i,,,, : (t, t') G E(T))),       g = (Dg,g,g),

«j(5) = (r,(s), gs, (g{s y) : (s, s') G E(S))),       h = (Dh,h,h).

Let p\, p'{¡n, a;.a('iy) be the zth terms of pt, p{t¡n, gs, g{ssl), re-

spectively. We put N(t) := N(TJt). Let A G ¿f0w(tf)[Q)(((T, x) ,g),

((S,o),h))  and let X(t ,v) = {(tp(t),u):u G ft(v)}.   Then cp,  f   satisfy
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(4.8a)-(4.8d); in particular ft is an expansion of G ,t) into G , (/)) and thus

there is an edge expansion e( : E(Gy{t]) -* E(G t it))), and there is a 1-1 mapping

z : Dg -* Dh such that for every x G Dg

(5.3a) g(x) 4 h(i(x)),

(5.3b) g(x) < h(i(x)).

By (4.8d) and (5.1a) there exist for every (tj')GE(T) disjoint paths Q\, in G^

i[=l.N&)) such that Q'f J'oins «<',<o .,.</')) = <.(,<) with Cw^» =

flP(r') •

(5.4) Claim. V(Q',) ç U{F,(j): *.(/') G [*(*). ífe, /(O e [?(*').*U for
every (i ,t') G E(T).

Proof. It is easily seen that a path joining a vertex from V .. to a vertex from

V (J„. must use any of the sets F ,„ (5' G [s ,í"]5). Now suppose that some

v G V(Q',,) does not belong to the set on the right-hand side. But v G V ,s)

for some s G S, and we may safely assume that cp(t) g [s , ç>t(t')]s . Then the

two subpaths of Q\, obtained by cutting Q't, at v have only v in common

and both must use a vertex from V ,.t)) n V .   ,(/)), which is impossible since

'Vrt(v(t))n Vp(<f.(f))\ ~ ^ and any °^tne Paths QJ,   (j ¿ i) also use a vertex from

V n V d

We define

f(v) = \J{ft(v): v g VHt)}u\J{V(Qi¡): v = p\}

and e(e) = cpt(e) for e G E(G) and i G V(T) such that e has both end

vertices in V ,t. and t is as close to root (T) as possible. Our aim is to show

that / G síw[Q]((y ,g),(n, h)). We proceed in a series of claims.

(5.5) Claim. Let t,t' € K(7) and w G K?((). If m g /,(v) n ^(0), then

we Vy{ll) and «£/,,(()).

Proa/. First let  (t ,t') G E(T).   Since  u G  F^i» n ^(^'))  g (F^(/)) n

^.(o))n(K,(,-(0)n V',») by(2-5c)>thereare ':y€{1.N{t')} such

that a('a(/) -/,»)) — u = g7r). But since the paths Q\, are disjoint, it must be

i = j . By (4.8c) u G ft(p',, ,,0 and u G /,,(/>/,). Since /, is injective it follows

that v = p'(l n = p\, G Vy{n and hence u G ft,(v).

A similar proof works for (t', t) G E(T). Now if t, t' G V(T) are arbitrary,

we take vertices r0 , r, , ... ,rn - t, r'0 = r0,r'x.r'n, - t' such that r, ^ r'x ,

(ritri+x)GE(T)   (i = 0.n-\) and (r¡ ,r'j+x) G E(T)   (i = 0.n'-l).

By (2.5c) u G Vnmr¡)) n K^„ for all z = 0,1.n, j = 0.«'and

(5.5) follows from the special case proved above.   D
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(5.6) Claim, f is injective.

Proof. Let u G f(v) n f(v). We have to distinguish three cases.

1. Let uGft(v)nft,(v') for some t,t' gV(T). Then u G ft,(v) by (5.5)

and hence v = v  by injectivity of ft,.

2. Let v m p¡{í¡ í2) = plh for (/,, t2) G E(T) and u G ft(v)nV(Qih). First let

txG[t, t2]T ; then u g V^^ n V^^ by (5.4) and (2.5c). Hence u G fh (v)

by (5.5) and u = <,(i|),,.(/2)). By (4.8c) u = ^f)l9.m € /„(l»foA>) and

hence v = /?('(| r » = v' by the injectivity of fh.

Second, let t2 G [txJ]T; then u G Vvirih)) n ^,(f(/2)) by (5.4) and (2.5c).

Hence u G fh(v) by (5.5) and u = q'9(h). By (4.8c) u = qJç{h) G fh(pJh)) and

hence v = p\ = v' by the injectivity of ft .

3. Let t; = p[h h), v' = p[t, ç for (tx, t2) G E(T), (t\ , t'2) G E(T) and let

" € V(Q'ttl ,/2))n V(Q{t.,,-)) • First assume that tx, t\ G [t2, t'2]T . It follows from

(5.4) and (2.5c) that u.k (V„{9{tl))n V^^)n(V^^n F,(f.(r,))) ; hence there

are i G {1.A^(í2)} and j G {1, ... , /V(<2)} such that « = ¿wftJMfuí =

«¿(iî)*.{ip)- Then M e Wu.t^nft¡(PÍ,[4)) = f,^)r\ft,(v') and hence

u = v' by part 1 above.

It remains to consider the case when tx, t'2 G [t'x, t2]T , but we hope that the

reader is familiar enough with the techniques to supply the proof himself.   D

(5.7) Claim.  Gn \ f(v) is connected for every v G V .

Proof. The proof is more or less obvious but tedious to write out in full, so we

merely sketch it. It follows from the following facts:

1. Each G  \ f,(v) is connected by (2.3a);

2. the (oriented) graph spanned by {t g V(T): v g V^A in T is connected

by (2.5c); and

3. if v G Vy(t) n Vy(tl) for (t ,t') G E(T), then v = p' t,. for some i and

Q\, joins a(;(i) M,()) G ft(v) to q{r(t) Mn) G ft,(v).   □

(5.8) Claim,  e is an edge-expansion.

Proof. By (2.5b), e is well-defined. From the definition of e and the injectivity

of et we see that e is injective; since each e( satisfies (2.3b) it follows that e

satisfies (2.3b).   D

(5.9) Claim.  g(x) -^ h(i(x)) for any x G Dg.

Proof. Immediate from (5.3a).   D

From (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), and (5.3b) follows that / G J*W[Q]((Y .£).(?. «)),
which completes the proof of Lemma (5.3).   o
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6. Second Encoding Lemma

The Second Encoding Lemma enables us to replace the QO-category

<90kw(si) by 7yj7y>kJrX W)), which together with the result of the next section

makes our induction work.

(6.1) Definition. Put £78 = 5^çkJrX(si') ; we shall define a mapping

Let (T ,x)g <9fkw(si) and let

T(t) = (y(t),pt,(PltJI):(t,t')eE{T))).

Let us remove from T all edges (t, t') for which N,T At') — k, and let V(R)

denote the set of components of the resulting forest. For r ,r G V(R) we put

(r , r) G E(R) provided there are t G V(r), t' G V(r') such that (r, t) G E(T)

and let root(Ä) be that component which contains root(r). Then R thus

defined is a tree.

Every r G V(R) is again a tree in the obvious way; its root is its nearest

vertex from root (T).

For r G V(R) we define (r , a) by

cr(t) = (y(t),p,(p{tn:(t,t')GE(r))),

where

p = pt        if \V(r)\ = 1 orí ¿root(r),

= p(t fl)   for some t' G V(r) such that (t, t') G E(r) otherwise.

Clearly (r , a) G S0kw+X (si). We put

p(r) = ((r,a),zr,(z(rrl):(r,r')GE(R))),

where

zr = ((root(r),vx), ... , (root(r), v n)),

Z(r.r>) = ((t'U0- ■■■ -(t.^)),

and t G V(r), vx.vn,ux, ... ,uk are such that pT00t{r) = (vx, ... ,vn),

(t,t') G E(T) for some /' G V(r') and p{t t,} = (ux, ... , uk). Finally we

define Ek((T, x)) = (R , p).

(6.2) Lemma. Lei   (Tx,xx),   (T2 ,x2)   G   S^çk(si);   and let   (Rl ,p)   =

Zk((T' ,x'))   (1 = 1.2). // (Rx ,px) < (R2,p2), then (Tx ,xx) < (T2,x2).

Proof. Let

t'(<) = (7(t), p\, (p[t n : (t, t') G E(T¡)))       (t G V(T1)),

p '(r) = ((r, a1), z\, (z\r     : (r , r) G E(R{)))       (r G V(R¡)),
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where z\ and z'   » are constructed from p\ and p'{t V) as above. Let p G

¿^(^((R1 ,px),(R2 ,p2)); then p has the form p(r,(t,v)) = {(ip(r),x):x

GXr(t,v)} suchthat tp and Xr satisfy (4.8a)-(4.8c). Rewriting these condi-

tions we get

(6.2a) ip: V(RX) —> V(R2) is a homeomorphic embedding,

(6.2b) XrGSfkw+x(si)((r,cjx),(ip(r),cT2)) for any rGV(Rx),

(6.2C) '4.r/)^4(r).Mr')) f°r ^ ^ ' ̂  G ̂  ' Z' h Zl(r) f0T ** T G
V(RX).

Similarly, from (6.2b) it follows that Xr has the form Xr(t, v) = {(cpr(t), u):

u G frt(v)), where cpr and f't satisfy (4.8a)-(4.8d). Again, rewriting these

conditions we get

(6.2d) tpr : V(r) ^ V(y/(r)) is a homeomorphic embedding,

(6.2e) f¡ Gsi(yx(t),y2(cp(t))) for any tGV(r),

(6.2f) p\t tl) 4 p29(t) Mn) for any (t, t') G E(r),

p] £ p\{t) for any t G V(r)-{root(r)}.

(6-2g) N{ra])(t) = N(v(r)o2)(cp(t)) = N{¥{r) a2)(tp.(t)) < N{¥{r)a2)(s) for any

r G V(RX), any t G V(r)- { root (r)}, and any j G [<p,(t), <p(t)]¥{r].

For r G V(R), t G V(r), and v G Vy(t) we put cp(t) = <pr(t), ft(v) =

f¡(v), and X(t,v) = Xr(t,v) = {(cp(t),u): u G ft(v)}. We shall prove that

X G &£kw(tf)((Tx ,xx),(T2 , x2)), which will give the lemma. To this end we

must show that cp and f( satisfy (4.8a)-(4.8d), but first we prove that for any

(r,r')GE(Rx)

(6.2h) p] 4 p2m , where t = root (r),

(6.2i) cp( root (r)) = root (y/(r)),

(6.2j) p\ttl) A p2m) Mn), where (t,t') g E(TX) are such that t G V(r),

t' G V(r'),

(6.2k) <pt( root (r))= root (yjr)).

To prove (6.2h) and (6.2i) let t = root (r), s - root ((¿/(r)), p,1 = (vx , ... ,

v„),and p) = (ux.uj; then  z\ = ((t ,vx).(t ,vn)) and z\{r] =

((s,ux), ... ,(s,um)). By (6.2c) n = m, s = cp(t), and ui G ft(vt) (i =

I , ... ,n), which proves (6.2h) and (6.2i).

To prove (6.2j) and (6.2k) let (t ,t') G E(TX) be such that t G V(r) and

t' G V(r'); then  i'=root(r').   Let 5 G V(y/(r)),  s   G V(y/it(r')) be such

that  (s,s) G E(T2); then  s' =root(<pt(r')).   Let  p\t ,,}  = (vx,...,vk),

P2(s,s') = (",.....",)■   Then  z\rrl) = ((t,vx).(t,vk)),  zL,,^,, =

((s,ux),... ,(s,uk)). By (6.2c) 5 = cp(t) and ui G ft(v¡) and by (6.2i)

cp(t') G V(y/(r')) which implies that s' = cpt(t'). This proves (6.2j). Further,

tpm(root(r')) = p (/') = s = root((í/Jr'))
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and for r = roo\(Rx)

P.(root(r)) = ^(roottr1)) - root(r2) = root(^(r)).

This proves (6.2k).

Now we are ready to show that cpr and f[ satisfy (4.8a)-(4.8d). To prove

(4.8a) let t ,tx,t2 G V(TX) be such that f, and t2 are distinct successors of

t. Let t G V(r), tx G V(rx), and t2 G V(r2), where r,rx,r2G V(RX). We

must show that q>t(tx) ¿ <Pt(t2) • If >", = r2 then r = rx = r2 and the assertion

follows from (6.2d); if r, ^ r2 then say r ^ rx and we have cp^(tx) G V(ipt(rx))

by (6.2k) and <pt(t2) G V(y/t(r2)) u V(y/(r)) by (6.2k) or (6.2d) depending on
whether or not r ^ r2. In any case

v(wM)n W*M)u v(v(r))) = 0

and (4.8a) follows.

Condition (4.8b) follows from (6.2e), condition (4.8c) from (6.2f), (6.2h),

and (6.2j). Finally, to prove (4.8d) let t G V(TX) and let r g V(Rx) be such

that t G V(r). If / £ root (r) then (4.8d) follows from (6.2g) and if V(TX) =

{t} then it is obvious. So assume that |K(r')| > 1 and that t =root(r). We

have by (6.2i) and (6.2k) for any s G V(T2)

¿V ,t')(0 = k = N(T> ,r2)(Toot(ip(r)) = N(T2 Jcp(t)),

k = N{T2 r2)(root(ip,(r)) = N{T2 %2)(cpt(t)),

k < N{T2 z2)(s),

which completes the proof of the lemma.   D

7. Well-behavedness of k-structures

In this section we prove

(7.1) Theorem. If si is a well-behaved QO-category, then the QO-category

77k(si) is well-behaved for any k > 0.

The idea we use is essentially due to Nash-Williams but we follow Laver's

paper [9], slightly improved in various places.

Let us fix k > 0 and a well-behaved QO-category si . Let 38 be an arbitrary

QO-category.

(7.2) Definition. Let T be a tree. The least ordinal y (if such exists) such that

there is a mapping h: V(T) - { root(r)} -> y such that h(t) > h(t') for any

(t ,t')GE(T), t¿ root (T) is called the rank of T and is denoted by rank (T).

It is easy to see that T has a rank if and only if it contains no infinite path and

that the rank of a branch of T distinct from T is smaller than the rank of T.

We introduce the following notation. Let 5^k(3§) denote the subcategory

of S?k(&) consisting of all objects (T,x) g &k(&)  such that \V(T)\ = I
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and let Jík(¿S) denote the subcategory of TT^ß) consisting of all objects

(T ,x)GS?k(3ê) such that T has a rank.

For (T, x), (S, a) G ̂ {ß) we define (T, x) <' (S, a) if (T, x) = (Ss, a)

< (S, a) for some 5 G F(S,)-{root(S')}. Recall that Ss is the branch of 5

at 5 and (Ss, a) is the restriction of (S, a) to Ss. If (S ,a) G J7k(7S), then

rank(T) < rank(5"), hence <' is a partial ranking on J7k(¿%).

(7.3) Lemma. 77?k(si) is well-behaved.

Proof. Let ß be a quasi-ordered set and let

a:[Af-+77k°(si)[Q]

be a bad array such that Im a(Z) ç ß is bqo for any Z g [Af. By (4.10) we

may safely assume that a(Z) G &k(si[QX)   (Z G [Af). For Z G [Af let

a(Z) = (rz,tz),        V(Tz) = {tz},

*z(tz) = ((7z'8z)-Pz>0)>       Pzep7z>

gz = (Dgz,gz,gz).

Let us define hz = (Dhz ,hz ,hz) by

Dhz = Dgz U {*} ,

~hz(x) = gz(x)   for x G Dgz ,

= pz        for x = * ,

M*) = ¿zW   for x G Dgz,

— * for x = *.

Finally, put b(Z) = (yz,hz) g si[Q u {*}]. We claim that b: [Af ->
si[QU {*}] is a bad array. Indeed, let b(Z) < b(Z-) for some Z e [Af ;

then there are an / G si(yz,yz_) and a 1-1 mapping z: Dhz -» Dhz_ such

that (4.4a) and (4.4b) are satisfied. Clearly z(*) = * and i(x) G Dhz_ - {x}

for x G Dhz - {*}. If we define X: V(Tz . —► V{Tz_ r . by X(tz,v) =

{(^z- ' M): M e /(u)} > then it is easily seen that

AG^(^[ß])((rz,Tz),(rz_,tz_)),

thus showing a contradiction a(Z) < a(Z-).

From (3.1 Hi) it follows that Im¿»(Z) ç Ima(Z) U {*} is bqo for any Z G

[Af. Hence by the well-behavedness of si there are C G [Af and a witness-

ing bad array c: [Cf — ß U {*} such that c(Z) g Imb(Z) (Z g [Cf). By
(3.1 lii) we may assume that C is chosen in such a way that c(Z) G Q for any

Z G [Cf. Now
c(Z) g Im b(Z) n ß ç Im a(Z),

hence c is the desired witnessing array.   D
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(7.4) Definition. Let (T,x), (S,a) G S?k(S$), let XGS?k(38)((T,x),(S,a)),

let X(t, v) = {(<p(t) ,u):ug ft(v)} , and let R ht a subtree of T. We put for

t G V(R)

Bt(T,R) = {rGV(T)-V(R):(t,r)GE(T)},

Ct(S,R,X) = {sG V(S) : (cp(t), s) G E(S)

and s is followed by no cp(t'), t' G V(T)}.

(7.5) Lemma. Let (T, x), (S ,o) G -9¡c(^) with the usual notation (cf. (4.8)),

let T   be a subtree of T, and suppose that there is a morphism

X0G^k(£8)((T0,x),(S,a)).

Let X°(t ,v) = {(<p°(t) ,u):ug f?(v)} and suppose that for any t G V(T°) there

isa 1-1 mapping Jt : Bt(T, T°) — Ct(S , T° , X) such that for any r g Bt(T, T°)

(7.5a) P{t,r)^qmthMr)y

(7.5b) there is a morphism Xr G S?k(3ë)((Tr, t) , (SJi(r), a)).

Define X by

X(t,v) = X°(t,v)   fortGV(T°), vGVy((),

= Xr(t,v)   fortGV(Tr), vGVy(t), rGBto(T,T°), t0GV(T°).

Then X G S"kß)((T, x), (S, o)) and hence (T ,x) <(S ,o).

Proof. We have to verify that X satisfies (4.8a)-(4.8d). Conditions (4.8a) and

(4.8b) follow immediately; condition (4.8c) follows from the corresponding

properties of A   and Xr and from (7.5a). Condition (4.8d) is vacuously true.    D

(7.6) Definition. Let (T,x) G S?k(&) and let T0 be a subtree of T. Let

(T,x) have the usual meaning. We shall define a new /c-structure (T0,xT) G

Sek(^[S"k(^1)]) as follows:

tTo(t) = ((y(t). gt), P,, (P(l ,n : (t, t') G E(T0))),

where gt = (Dgt, gt, gt), Dgt = Bt(T, T0), and for r g Dg,, g,(r) = p(t r)

and g,(r) = (Tr,x).

Let us remark that if (T, x) G J7k(&), then (T0 , xT(¡) G J7k(&8[J7k(&8)\).

(7.7) Lemma. // (T0,xT(¡) < (S0,aSo) as elements of 5^k(^[5^k(^l)}), then

(T ,x)<(S ,o) as elements of S?k(d).

Proof. Let the notation be as in (7.6) and let

aSo(s) = ((n(s),hs),gs,gissl):(s,s')GE(S0))),

where A, = (Dhs ,hs,hs). Let A0 G ̂ k(¿8[^k(S8)])((TQ ,xT¡) , (S0,crSo)) and

let X°(t,v) = {(<p°(t) ,u):ug f?(v)} , where <p°, ff satisfy (4.8a)-(4.8c). For
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t G V(T0) the mapping J? belongs to âB[^k{3B)\({y{jt). gt). MpV)) - Af(0)).

hence ff G £S(y(t), n(cp(t))) and there is a 1-1 mapping it : Dgt -* Dhv0{t) such

that for any r G Dgt

(7.7a) p(/r)AV(0i((r)),and

(7.7b) (rr,T)<(5,/(r),a).

Let / G S?k(@)((Tr, x), (Sh(r), a)) ; defining X as in (7.5), we see that (T, x) <

(S,a).   U

(7.8) Lemma. JfJsi) is well-behaved.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false for some quasi-ordered set Q and that

a: [Af ~* J7k(si)[Q\ is a bad array such that Ima(Z) is bqo for every Z G

[Af, there is no witnessing bad array, and

Y(a): = sup{rank(r) + I: ((T ,x) ,g) = a(Z) for some Z g [Af}

is the least possible.

By the Minimal Bad Array Lemma (3.14) there are B G[Af and a minimal

bad array b: [Bf -* Jtk(sf)[Q], b <' a. Then Imb(Z) c Ima(Z) is bqo for

any Z G [Bf, there is no witnessing array for b (since any witnessing array

for b is a witnessing array for a ), and F(b) = T(a).

Now consider b(Z) as an element of J?k(si[Q\). For Z G [Bf let b(Z) =

(T, t) , let T0 be the subtree of T consisting of the root of T, and let c(Z) =

(T0,xTo) G ¿f(J*[Q]yrk(sf[Q])]) ■ By (4.5) and (4.10) we can consider c as
an array

c: [SWf - 3f(sS)[QÙJrk{s/[Q])] ;

by (7.7) c is bad.

Our next aim is to show that Im c(Z) is bqo for any Z G [Bf . If for some

Z g [Bf  c(Z) was not bqo, there would be a bad array

i- [/r-(ßa#fc(j/[ß]))nimc(Z).

By (3.1 Hi) we may safely assume that either

i : [/f — ß n Im c(Z) ç Im a(Z),

which is impossible since Im a(Z) is bqo, or else

z':[/]a,-^t(j/[ß])nImc(Z).

Now since Y(i) < T(b) — T(a), there is a witnessing bad array for z, thus

showing that Im a(Z) is not bqo, which is a contradiction. Hence Im c(Z) is

bqo for any Z g [Bf .

By (7.3) there are D G [Bf and a witnessing bad array d: [Df -► QÙ

y&k(si[Q]) for c . By (3.1 Hi) we may assume that either

d:[Df^Q,
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in which case a" is a witnessing array for a, or else

d:[Df^Jfk(si[Q\),

in which case d <! b , contradicting the minimality of b . Since both cases lead

to a contradiction, we are done.   D

(7.9) Definition. A k-structure (T ,x) G77k(3ê) is called descentionally finite

if there is no infinite sequence tx,t2, ...G V(T) such that ti+x G V(Tt) and

(Ttrx)>(Th,x)>---.

The set of descentionally finite /c-structures will be denoted by &k(38). Let us

remark that the inclusion &k(38)[Q\ ç ^(¿^[Q]) is generally false. That is

why Lemma (7.13) cannot be formulated by saying that &k(si) is well-behaved.

Note that <' is a partial ranking on &k(38).

(7.10) Definition. Let (T ,x) G ^(âS) and let {Tm}meoj be a nondecreasing

sequence of subtrees of T such that each Tm has a rank and \Jmeco V(Tm) =

V(T). We shall define fc-structures (Tm ,xm) G Jfk(3ê[&k(38) U {*}]). Let

x(t) be as usual; for t G V(Tm) we put g™ = (Dg™ , g™ , g™), where

Dg" = Bt(T,Tm)

and for r G Dg™

St   (r) = P(t,r)>

g?(r) = (Tr,x)   if(Tr,x)<(T,x),

= * otherwise.

Now let

Tm(0 = «7(0 - 8?) - Pt > (P{< ,,<): « - '') e E(Tm)))       « € K(0)

and put

<t>(T, x) = {(Tm ,xm):mGco}G tKpJfk(^[9~k(@) U {*}]).

It is worth noting that if (Tm , xm) < (Sk , ak), then (Tm , x) < (Sk , a).

(7.11) Lemma. //<P(r,t) < 0>(5,a) then (T,x) < (S,a).

Proof. Let (Tm ,xm) and (T ,x) be as in (7.10). Let

a(s) = (n(s),qs,(g(ssl):(s,s')GE(S))),

®(S ,o) = {(Sm ,om): m G co) ,

am(s) = ((v(s) ,h"),gs, (q(s y) : (s , s') G E(Sm))),

h? = (Dh?.h?,h?).

Let R be a subtree of T. We say that a morphism X G 7Fk(38)((R , x), (S, a))

of the form X(t ,v) = {(cp(t) ,u): u G ft(v)} is feasible if for any t G V(R)
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there exists a 1-1 mapping Jt: Bt(T ,R) -* Ct(S ,R ,X) such that for any r G

Bt(T,R)

(7.11a) P(t¡r)^q(<p(í)Jl(r)),

(7.1 lb) if (Tr, x) < (T, x) then (Tr, x) < (SJi(r), a), and

(7.1 lc) if (Tr ,x) = (T,x) then (SJ¡{r),a) = (S,a).

We shall construct a morphism X G &k(¿¡S)((T, x), (S, a)) by induction. The

induction hypothesis át stage m is that there is a subtree Rm of T containing

Tm and a feasible morphism Xm g Pk(@)((Rm ,x),(S, a)).

For m = 0 there exists by assumption an n such that

(T°,x°)<(S",an);

let X be the corresponding morphism and put R : = T , X(t, v) = {(!p(t), u) :

u G ft(v)} . In particular, X G &k(&)((Rü , x), (S, a)) and for every t G V(R°)

there exists a 1-1 mapping z(: Dg°t -+ Dh^{t) such that for every r G Dg¡ =

Bt(T,R°)

(7.11d) p(tr)Uqm)Mr)),
(7.1 le) if (Tr ,x)<(T,x), then (Tr,x) < (Slt(r),a), and

(7.1 If) if (Tr,x)j* (T,x) then (S¡M ,a) = (S,a).

Thus letting Xo :- X, J°t(r) = it(r) we see that Xo is feasible.

Now assume that on the mth step we have constructed a subtree Rm of

T containing Tm and a feasible morphism Xm G &k(&)((Rm ,x) ,(S,a)).

Our aim is to extend Xm to a feasible morphism

r'e^)pffl+1,t),(S,ii)),

where Rm+X contains Tm+X.

Let Xm(t,v) = {(cpm(t),u): u G /,">)}. Since Xm is feasible, there is

for any / G V(Rm) a 1-1 mapping /,m: Bt(T ,Rm) -> Ct(S ,Rm ,X) satisfying

(7.1 la)-(7.1 lc). By assumption there exists n G co such that (Tm+X ,xm+x) <

(S" , a") ; let X(t, v) = {(lp(t) ,u): UG f ,(v)} be the corresponding morphism.

In particular X G ̂ (^)((rm+1 , t) , (Sn , a)) and for every t G V(Tm+x) there

exists a 1-1 mapping it: Dg™+X -* Dh^(l)  such that for every r G Dg™+X =

Bt(T, Tm+X) conditions (7.1 ld)-(7.1 If) are satisfied.

Let r0 G V(Rm) and r0 G Bl(¡(T, Rm). We distinguish two cases.

Case I: (Tr¡¡ ,x) < (T ,x). Then (TrQ,x) < (Sjm{ro),a); let Xr° be the corre-

sponding morphism. We put R(r0) := V(Tr ).

Case II: (Tro,x) = (T,x).   Then (SJr{ro],a) = (S,a); let X = T be the

morphism corresponding to (S, a) < (Sjm, ,, a) and let
■Vo'

=X(t,v) = mt),u):uGjt(v)).
=
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In particular, for every t G V(Tm+x) and every r g Dg™+X = B((T, Tm+X)

We let R(r0) := V(TJnV(Tm+x). The composition Xr° :=Ioï is a morphism

showing that (Tm+X , x) < {Sjm(ro),o). We claim that for every t G V(Tm+x)

and every r g Dg™+X = Bt(T, Tm+X)

(1 1 1 h\   n ' i°* tw
i/.iin;  p{tr) ►   *(?(?(») ,?.(i,(r)))»

(7.1 li) if (Tr ,x)<(T,x) then (Tr, x) < (S= (, (r)), o), and

(7.1 lj) if (Tr ,x) = (T,x) then (S=Mr)),o) '= (S,a).

Indeed, (7.1 lh) follows from (7.1 Id) and the fact that I satisfies (4.8c), (7.1 li)

follows from (7.1 le) and (7.1 lg), and (7.1 lj) follows from (7.1 If), (7.1 lg), and
the inequalities

(S ,cj)< (S, M , a) < (S=, .,,,o)<(S=, ,,,,a)<(S,a).V / — V   ,,(r)       l - \   9(i,(r))       I — V   j».(i,(r))       ' - v '

Now whichever case occurs, we let

Rm+X := T i (V(Rm) U \J{R(r0) : t0 G V(Rm), r0 g Bto(T , Rm)}),

Xm+x(t,v) = Xm(t,v) fortGV(Rm),

= Xro(t, v) for t G R(r0), r0 G B,o(T, Rm), i0 G V(Rm),

j™+\r) = j™(r) fortGV(Rm), r G Bt(T , Rm+X),

= ?,(l,(r))       fortGV(Rm+X)-V(Rm), rGBt(T,Rm+X).

It follows from Lemma (7.5) (applied to T = Rm+X , T° = Rm , X = Xm) and

condition (7.11a) that Xm+X G ̂ k(^)((Rm+x ,x) ,(S ,a)). To show that Xm+X

is feasible we must verify that 7(m+ satisfies (7.1 la)—(7.1 lc). But that fol-

lows easily from (7.1 lh)-(7.1 lj) and the fact that J™ satisfies (7.1 la)-(7.1 lc),

completing the induction.

Now for / G V(T) and v G Vy     let m be such that / G V(Rm) ; we put

X(t, v) = Xm(t, v). Clearly X G Pk(&)((T , x), (S , a)).   D

(7.12) Definition. For (T, x) G^k(^) we define its height as follows:

ht(r, t) = 0   if (Tt, x) = (T , t) for every t G V(T)

= sup{ht(r, ,x) + l:(Tt,x)<(T,x),tG V(T)}.

It follows from the definition of ■(7rk(^) that h\(T, x) is well-defined for every

(T,x)G9-k(3S):

(7.13) Lemma. If a: [Af -* 7Fk(si[QX) is a bad array such that Im a(Z) is bqo

for any Z g [Af, then there exists a witnessing bad array for a.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false and let us take a bad array a: [Af —►

7Fk(si[QX) such that Im a(Z) is bqo for every Z G [Af , there is no witnessing
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bad array, and

A(a) := sup{ht(a(Z)) + 1 : Z g [Af]

is the least possible. By the Minimal Bad Array Lemma (3.14) there are B G

[Af and a minimal bad array b: [Bf ^ J7k(si[Q\), b <' a. Then Im¿>(Z) ç

Im a(Z) is bqo for any Z G [Bf, there is no witnessing array for b, and

A(b) = A(a).

Let c(Z) = <D(6(Z)) G z*.oJfk(si[QWk(si[Q\) U {*}]). By (7.11) c is a
bad array, and by (3.17) there are D G [Bf and a witnessing bad array

d: [Df-+J?k(si[QWk(si[Q])U{*}]).

Now we consider d as an array

d: [Df ^jrk{j/)[Qùrk(J*[Q])ù{*}].

Next we show that Imri(Z) is bqo for any Z G [Df. If for some Z G [Df

d(Z) was not bqo, there would be a bad array

i: [if -♦ (ßU^(j/[ß])Ü{*}) nImrf(Z).

By (3.1 Hi) we may safely assume that either

i : [If -» ß n Im d(Z) ç Im a(Z),

which is impossible since Im a(Z) is bqo, or

which is impossible since z is bad, or

z : [If - ^ (j/ [Im a(Z)]) n Im </(Z).

Now since A(z') < A(b) = A(a) there is a witnessing bad array for z, thus

giving a contradiction to Ima(Z) being bqo. Hence Im d(Z) is bqo for any

Z G [Df.
By (7.8) there are E G [Df and a witnessing bad array e ford,

e:[Ef^QU?-k(si[Q])ù{*}.

By (3.1 Hi) we may assume that

e:\Ef -+Q,

in which case e is a witnessing array for a, or

e:[Ef^3T(si[Q]),

in which case e < a, or

e:[Ef-{*)

which is impossible since e is bad. Since all possibilities lead to a contradiction,

Lemma (7.13) is proved.   D
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(7.14) Definition. Let (T.x)gS^(^) and let {Tm}meo} be as in (7.10). We

shall define /c-structures (Tm ,mx) G Jf^^^) U {*}]) as in (7.10). For

t G V(Tm) we put

g, = (D   gt,   gt,   gt),

where Dmgt = Bt(T, Tm), and for r G Dmgt

mSt(r) = P(t,ry

mgt(r) = (Tr,x)   if(Tr,x)G7?-km,

— * otherwise.

Now let

mx(t) = ((KO , mgt), P,, (P(t ,n : (t, t') G E(Tm)))       (t G V(Tm))

and put

V(T, t) = {(Tm ,mx):mGco}G <SKpJfk(&[Fk(&) U {*}]).

(7.15) Lemma. Let (T,x), (S ,a) G 5^k(^) - &k(&) and let *¥(T,x) <

*¥(SS, a) for any s G V(S) such that (Ss, a) <£ &k{ß). Then (T ,x) < (S ,cj) .

Proof. Let (T,x) and (Tm ,mx) be as in (7.14). Let

a(s) = (t1(s),qs,(q{ss,):(s,s')GE(S))),

V(S,cj) = {(Sm ,mo): m Gco},

mo(s) = ((n(s) mhs),qs, (q(s y):(s,s')G E(Sm))),

mh=(Dmh,mh,mhA.
s       v s '       s '       s'

For the purpose of this proof we change the definition of "feasible" as follows.

Let Äbea subtree of T. We say that a morphism X G5^k(^)((R, x), (S, a))

of the form X(t, v) = {(<p(t), u): u G ft(v)} is feasible if for any t G V(R)

there exists a 1-1 mapping Jt: Bt(T ,R) —> Ct(S ,R ,X) such that for any r G

Bt(T,R)

(7.15a) p(tr) h qm) /(r)),
(7.15b) if (Tr, x) G&k(&) then (Tr,x) < (SJM ,a), and

(7.15c) if (Tf,x) ¿ &k{ß) then (SJ¡{r),a) $ Fk(@).

We will construct a morphism X G SFk(&)((T, x), (S, a)) by induction as in

the proof of (7.11).   The induction hypothesis at stage m is that there is a

subtree Rm of T containing Tm and a feasible morphism

XmG^k(^)((Rm ,x),(S,a)).

For m = 0 there exists by assumption an n such that

(T°,°x)<(S","o);
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let X be the corresponding morphism and put R : = T , X (t, v) — {(f(t) , u) :

u G J,(«)} • In particular Xo G S"k(áe)((R0, x), (S, a)) and for every t G V(R°)

there exists a 1-1 mapping it : D°gt -> D"h^{t) such that for every r G D°gt =

Bt(T,R°)

(7.15d) P{l,r)^q{mMr)y

(7.15e)if (Tr,x)G9kß) then (Tr ,x) < (Sl{r) ,a), and

(7.15f) if (Tr,x) $ Pk{ß) then (S„(r).ff) ¿^(#).

Thus letting J°t(r) = it(r) we see that Xo is feasible.

Now assume that on the m th step we have constructed a subtree Rm of T

containing Tm and a feasible morphism Am G Pk(3g)((Rm ,x),(S , a)). Our

aim is to extend Xm to a feasible morphism

Am+1 G?k(&)((Rm+x ,x),(S, a)),

where Rm+X contains rm+1 .

Let Xm(t,v) = {(rpm(i),M): " G f¡"(v)}. Since Am is feasible, there exists

for any t G V(Rm) a 1-1 mapping /(m : Bt(T, Rm) -+Ct(S,Rm , Xm) satisfying

(7.15a)-(7.15c). Let tQ G V(Rm) and r0 G B^(T ,Rm). We distinguish two

cases.

Case I: (Tro, x) G &k(@). Then (Tro, t) < {SJmlfi), a) ; let Xr° be the corre-

sponding morphism. We let R(rQ) := V(T ).

CaseII: (T^.x) i Pk{ß). Then (Sj;„{ro],o) $ &k{ß).

By assumption there exists n G co such that

(rm+1,m+lT)<(5\nà),

where (S ,d) = {SJm{rt), a) ; let Xr"(t, v) = {(ç(t), u) : u G f,(v)} be the cor-

responding morphism. In particular Xr° G Srk(^)((Tm+x , x), (S,,„, . , a)) and
'0    °

for every / G V(Tm+x) there exists a 1-1 mapping z,: Dm+Xgt -* D"h-(t) such

that for every r G Dm+X gt conditions (7.15d)-(7.15f) are satisfied. We put

R(r0):=V(Tro)nV(Tm+x).

Now whichever case occurs, we let

,m+l

V

Rm+X := T \ (V(Rm) U \J{R(rQ): tQ G V(Rm), r0 G B,o(T , Rm)}

y(t)1

Xm+x(t,v) = Xm(t,v)   foríG V(Rm), vgV

= Xr\t,v)   fortGR(rQ), vgV "y(')

Jt     (r) = Jt (r)   for t G V(R  ), r g Bt(T ,R      ),

= i,(r)   fortGV(Rm+X)-V(Rm), r G B,(T ,Rm+X).

It follows from Lemma (7.5) (applied to  T = Rm+X,  T° = Rm, X = X'")

and condition (7.15a) that Xm+X G 9rJ^)((RmJrX ,x), (S ,a)). To show that
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Xm+X is feasible we must verify that J™+x satisfies (7.15a)-(7.15c). But that

follows from (7.15d)-(7.15f) and the fact that 7fm satisfies (7.15a)-(7.15c).

This completes the construction.

Now for t G V(T) and v g Vy{t) let m be such that t G V(Rm) ; we put

k(t, v) = Xm(t, v). Clearly X G 9¡x\3S){AJ, x), (S , a)).   G

(7.16) Lemma. // (T,x) G S"k(si[Q]) and Im(7\-r) is bqo, then (T,x) G

FkW\Q\).
Proof. Let (T ,x) G S?k(si[Q\) - &k(si[Q\) and let ß' = Im(T ,x) be bqo.

We may assume that for t G V(T) the trees (Tt)m are chosen in such a way

that (Tt)m = TtV\Tm. Then for t,r G V(T) such that r G V(T7 we have

xV(Tr, x) < xV(Tt, x), namely via the identity embedding. Since

{9{Tt ,x):tG V(T)} ç exp^k(si[Q'Wk(si[Q']) u {*}]),

it follows from (4.10), (7.8), (7.13), and results of §3 that this set is bqo, in

particular well-founded. Thus there exists / G V(T) such that (Tt,x) £

&k(si[Q\), but for any r€ V(Tt)-{t} suchthat (Tr,x) <£ Fk(si[Q\) it holds

V(Tr ,t) it y(Tt,x) (and hence *¥(Tr,x) s yr(T,,x)). Fix such a t. Since

(Tt, x) £ ^k(si[Q]), there exists s G V(Tt) - {t} such that (7; , t) < (Tt, x)

and (?;,t) £ Fk(J*[Q]). But (7.15) implies (7;,t) < (Ts,x), which is a

contradiction.   D

Now we are ready to prove (7.1). Let

a:[Af^^k(si)[Q]

be a bad array such that Im a(Z) is bqo for any Z G [Af. If we consider each

a(Z) as an element of 7?k(si[Q]), it follows by (7.16) that a is a bad array

a:[Af^7Tk(si[Q]).

Now (7.13) gives the desired witnessing array.

8. Proof of the Main Theorem

(8.1) Lemma. If si is a well-behaved QO-category and 0 < z < w, then the

QO-category S^ç^(si) is well-behaved.

Proof. We proceed by induction on w - i. For i = w it follows from (7.1),

so let the lemma hold true for z + 1 and let

a:[Af->S'*B(j*)[Q]

be a bad array such that Im a(Z) is bqo for any Z g [Af. Since according to

(4.10) ^|w(^)[ß] = ̂ >1uV[ß])

and

^(J^"(j/[ß])) =S^Ç9§°(sf))[Q]
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we may define an array

b:[Af^^(^x(si)[Q]

by the rule b(Z) - S(.(a(Z)). By the Second Encoding Lemma (6.2) b is bad.

Hence by the induction hypothesis and Theorem (7.1) there exist C G [Af and

the desired witnessing array c : [Cf —> Q .   D

(8.2) Theorem. If si is well-behaved, then 5*7^(si) is well-behaved.

(8.3) Proof of (4.13). Let si be a well-behaved graph category and ß a quasi-

ordered set. Let

a:[Af^sik[Q\

be a bad array such that Ima(Z) is bqo for every Z G [Af . For Z G [Af let

b(Z) be an encoding of a(Z). By the First Encoding Lemma (5.3)

B:[Af ^>-0V)[ß]

is a bad array and hence by Theorem (8.2) there exist C G [Af and a witnessing

array c : [Cf -* Q , which is the desired witnessing array for a. This completes

the proof of (4.13).

9. Friedman's gap condition

(9.1) Definition. Let n be a natural number and let S"n be the QO-category

whose objects are pairs y — (T ,1), where T is a tree and /: V(T) —> {1, ... ,

n) >  Vy — V(T), and Py consists of the empty sequence and all one-element

sequences of elements of V , and with morphisms defined by saying that cp g

fn((Tx,lx),(T2,l2)) if

(9.1a) cp: V(TX) —► V(T2) is a homeomorphic embedding, and

(9.1b) lx(t) = l2(cp(t)) = l2(<pm(t))<l2(s) for every s G fo.(r) ,cp(t)].

Condition (9.1b) is called the gap condition. Let S"n n be the subcategory of

all y such that V  is finite. Friedman has shown that ß wqo implies ^fin[ß]

wqo (cf. [22]). From our results it follows that «5^ is well-behaved.

(9.2) Theorem. The QO-category 5"n is well-behaved.

Proof. Let si be the QO-category whose only object is y and V — {I, ... ,n} ,

Py = {p0,Pl.Pn}, where p\ = (1, ... ,/). To each ((7,/) ,*) g S"n[Q\

we assign a tree structure ((T, x), g) G S^(si)[Q u {*}] as follows:

t(/) = (7,P, (Plin : (t, t') G E(T))),    g = (Dg', g', g'),

where

P = P¡(t)'    t¿root(T),

= empty sequence,    otherwise,
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Dg' = Dgu {*} and for x G Dg'

g(x) = ((t,l)) if XGDg and g(x) = (t),

= empty sequence if x G Dg and g(x) is the empty sequence,

= ((root(r),/(root(r))))   ifx = *,

g'(x) = g(x)   if xGDg,

= * if x = *.

We claim that if ((r,T),g') and ((S,o),tí) are assigned to ((T ,l),g) and

((5, k), h), respectively, then ((T ,x), g) < ((S, a), h') implies ((T J),g)<
((S ,k),h). Indeed, let A be a morphism corresponding to the first relation.

Then X(t ,v) = {(<p(t),v)}, where cp: V(T) ->• V(S) is a homeomorphic em-

bedding, and there exists i : Dg —► Dh! such that (4.4a) and (4.4b) are satisfied.

Clearly z(*) = *, hence ç?(root(r)) = root(S) and /(root(7)) = k(roo\(S)).

For t j¿ root(r) we have

Kt) = N{T Jt) = N{S Jcp(t)) = k(<p(t))

= X{s,o)(<P.(t)) = k(<Pj))

< X{S ,a)(s) = k(s)

for any s G [<pj), ç>(t)]s by (4.8c). Thus cp corresponds to the second relation

and the claim is proved. The theorem now follows from (8.2).   D

10. Conjectures

(10.1) For a QO-category si consider the following statements:

(i)   ß bqo implies si[Q\ bqo,
(ii)   si is well-behaved,

(iii) every bad array a: [Af -» si[Q\ admits a witnessing array.

Clearly (iii) => (ii) => (i).   It seems to be an interesting technical question

whether the converse implications hold or not.

(10.2) It is asked in [1] whether the QO-category of infinite trees (with home-

omorphic embeddings as morphisms) satisfies ( 10.1 iii). It follows from (7.1)

that it is well-behaved, but the method used probably cannot give more.

Conjecture. If a QO-category si satisfies (10.1 iii) and k > 0, then the QO-

category 77r°7^k (si ) satisfies ( 10.1 iii).

(10.3) Conjecture. The class of countable graphs is wqo by minors.
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